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授課大綱:熱區分析的空間統計方法

 Host-spot analysis (for polygon data)

 Local Moran’s I index

 Local G-statistic (Gi*)

 Issues of multiple testing for hot-spot analysis

 Bonferroni correction 

 False discovery rate (FDR)



Textbook Chapter TEXT_Local.Stat.pdf

Chap 8: Local Statistics

8.1 Introduction: Think 
geographically, measure locally

8.2 Defining the local

8.3 An example

8.4 Inference with local statistics



Identifying hot spots

Point data Polygon data

Kernel Density Estimation



Recap: Global Moran’s I

where 

 N is the number of cases

X is the mean of the variable

Xi is the variable value at a particular location

Xj is the variable value at another location

Wij is a weight indexing location of i relative to j 

 Applied to a continuous variable for polygons or points 

相關係數

自相關係數
Moran’s I
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Using row-standardized spatial weights





1. Local Moran’s I 
(Local Indicator of Spatial Association, LISA)

a constant for each i



Local Moran’s I (LISA)

 High LISA value 

 Cluster of similar values (can be high or low)

 Low LISA value

 Cluster of dissimilar values
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Test of Statistical Significance



Lab 1: Local Moran’s I 

年齡15-64的人口密度 (/km2)



Lab 1: Local Moran’s I in R

using localmoran() function



R Lab: Local Moran’s I in R

Population
Density

Local Moran
(z-score for LISA)

p-value



Local Moran’s I (LISA)

High risk index

Low risk index

High-High Low-Low Low-High High-Low Not Sig

High LISA value:
Cluster of similar values

Low LISA value:
Cluster of dissimilar values



Zhang et al., 2008



R Lab: Local Moran’s I 

p-value of Local Moran LISA Cluster Map

alpha = 0.05



High-High

Low-High

High-Low

Not-Sig

Low-Low

Incidence Rate

Map (per 10,000 people)

LISA 

Map



應用範例：
1998-2007年台北市住宅竊盜犯罪趨勢分析

溫在弘等 (2010)，犯罪地圖繪製與熱區分析方法及其應用 : 以1998~2007年臺北市住宅竊盜犯罪為例，地理研究 52:43-63



Temporal Trend of Global Moran’s I



(a). 1998-2002  vs. (b). 2003-2007 



Local Moran’s I (LISA): H-H hot-spots

(a). 1998-2002  vs. (b). 2003-2007

參數設定：以正方格
四交點相鄰的Queen
型態為相鄰定義，紅
色的地區亦即表示在
0.05的統計顯著水準
下，犯罪趨勢顯著呈
現地理群聚的區域



Recap: General G-statistic

 Moran’s  I & Geary’s C Ratio 無法區別

“ hot spots” or “cold spots”

 Spatial Concentration method

 Definition

 Calculation of G must begin by identifying a neighborhood 

distance within which cluster is expected to occur

d : neighborhood distance

Wij : 1  if it is within d, 0 otherwise 



2. Local Analysis of G-statistic:
Identifying spatial concentration with 
low and high values

Source: Chapter 4 Identifying clusters

The ESRI Guide to GIS Analysis, Volume 2



Local G-statistic

Source: Chapter 4 Identifying clusters

The ESRI Guide to GIS Analysis, Volume 2



Getis-Ord Local G Statistic

 The Gi statistic excludes the value at i from the 
summation and is used for spread or diffusion studies

 the Gi* includes the value at i in the summation ( for 
all j ) and is most often used for studies of clustering
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Neighborhood Definition

Gi(d) Larger Smaller 

Mean Cluster of high valuesCluster of low values

Source: Chapter 4 Identifying clusters

The ESRI Guide to GIS Analysis, Volume 2



Example: Diffusion of AIDS in California

Source: Ord and Getis,1995 



The rate of AIDS cases increased uniformly 

over the area of clustering from 1988-1990

and declined uniformed after 1990

Source: Ord and Getis,1995 



Testing the statistical significance of Gi*

Source: Chapter 4 Identifying clusters

The ESRI Guide to GIS Analysis, Volume 2



Neighborhood Definition

 Distance-based neighborhood.

Source: Chapter 4 Identifying clusters

The ESRI Guide to GIS Analysis, Volume 2



Mapping the result of Gi* values

Source: Chapter 4 Identifying clusters

The ESRI Guide to GIS Analysis, Volume 2



R Lab: Using R packages to calculate Gi*

using localG() function

Standardized Gi* values

TWN_nb_in <- include.self(TWN_nb)

TWN_nb_in_w <- nb2listw(TWN_nb_in, zero.policy=T)

LG <- localG(Density, TWN_nb_in_w)



R Lab: Mapping Standardized Gi* values

Population Standardized Gi* values



R Lab: Mapping Significant Hot-spots

Standardized Gi* values

alpha = 0.05



熱區的統計顯著性校正
Controlling the False Discovery Rate (FDR)



Recap: Type I Error and Significance Level

 Type I error (false positive 偽陽性):

the incorrect rejection of a true null hypothesis

 Significance level (or rate of Type I error):

the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis 

given that it is true.



Recap: Global vs. Local Measures in Spatial Analysis

 Global measures consider all available locations 

simultaneously, utilizing a single statistic that 

summarizes the spatial pattern.

 Local measures represent the association between 

each location and its neighbors based on defined 

distances. 

One statistic is provided for each location, facilitating 

the identification of clusters, testing of stationarity 

assumptions, and inference about distances over 

which spatial association occurs.



Statistical Issues for Local Measures

 Local statistics rely on tests of spatial association 

for each location in the data, and the issues of 

multiple comparisons and spatial dependency are 

the concerns when assessing their significance



Multiple Comparisons (or Multiple Testing)
Setting the significance level = 0.05 (rate of Type I Error)

REAL

A total of polygons (N) = 1050

TRUE Random = 1000 (null)

TRUE Clusters = 50 (reject null)

Spatial Statistical Results

A total of polygons (N) = 1050
Accept null hypothesis (n1 = 950):
Random = 1000 * 0.95 = 950

Reject null hypothesis (n2 = 100):
Clusters (Type I error) = 1000 * 0.05 = 50
TRUE Clusters = 50 (true positive)

The local analysis identifies 100 polygons as clusters!
However, HALF of them are WRONG !!!



How to make sure the rate of Type I Error = 0.05

0.05 = 1 - ( 1 – α ) n

= 1 - ( 1 - α ) 100

α = 0.000153



Adjusting for multiple comparisons (cont’d)

The Sidak correction controls for the overall probability 

of type I error, but with critical values appraised 

at a level 1-(1- α)1/n . Therefore, a test is considered 

significant when p ≦ pcritical = 1-(1- α)1/n

Sidak Correction (1967, 1968, 1971) 

Weakness: usually produce conservative results.



Adjusting for multiple comparisons 

The Bonferroni method

It evaluates the significance of the test statistics at a 

critical probability value (pcritical) set equal to α/n, where 

α is the overall type I error rate for the data.

All test statistics whose probability values (p) satisfy the 

condition p ≦pcritical = α /n = pBON are considered 

significant (null hypothesis is rejected)

Weakness: usually produce conservative results.



Rationale for alternative approach

 Ignoring the issue of multiple testing would 

imply spending a large amount of human and 

financial resources unnecessarily and 

inefficiently.

 The extremely conservative methods would 

result in a major failure to curb the spread of 

the disease (or crime events).



Adjusting for multiple comparisons:
The false discovery rate (FDR)

Benjamini and Hochberg (1995)

step-by-step procedure: 

(1) order the test statistics p-values (pi) 

in ascending order (p1 ≦ p2 ≦. . . ≦ pm); 

(2) starting from pm find the first pi for which pi ≦ pcritical = (i/m) α; 

(3) regard all tests as significant for which pi ≦ pcritical = (i/m) α = pFDR.

Assume that there are m hypotheses to be tested



Comparisons of different corrections



Comparisons of different corrections (cont’d)



Result: the hotspots of population using Gi*(d)

Field: census
Weight: IDW
Radius: 68 km

Field: census
Weight: IDW
Radius: 68 km

with FDR correction



Hotspots with/without FDR correction

with FDR correction

< 0.1

< 0.05

< 0.01



FDR correction



Using p.adjust() function



Mapping p-values (localmoran)



Mapping p-values (FDR correction)

LISA.Popn <- localmoran(Density, TWN_nb_w, zero.policy=T)

NorthTW_sf$pvalue.adj <- p.adjust(LISA.Popn[,5], method="fdr")

pvalue = (i/41) x pvalue.adj

 pvalue * (41/i) = pvalue.adj



Comparisons of p-values before/after correction

p-value (FDR)p-value

鄉
鎮
個
數



Mapping LISA Maps alpha = 0.05

LISA map LISA map (FDR correction)



Using localg() function for adjustment 



The Bonferroni correction method



Mapping Significant Hot-spots (Gi*)

Bonferroni correction 
alpha = 0.05/41

Z* = 3.03

alpha = 0.05

Z* = 1.65



本週實習

 定義: 高齡人口密度 (> 65 / total)

 繪製台灣鄉鎮高齡人口比例的主題地圖:

 原始數值

 LISA map (p-value < 0.05) (區分 HH, HL, LH, LL)

 Standardized Gi * values (p-value < 0.05)

(區分 cluster, non-cluster)

 比較LISA進行FDR校正前後的H-H熱區分布

 比較Gi*進行Bonferroni校正前後的熱區分布

資料: Popn_TWN2.shp


